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•	 These	are	acceptable	uses	of	
the	company	logo	(signature).	
The	logo	should	only	be	used	
as	shown	and	in	accordance	
with	the	style	rules	on	the		
“relative	spacing”,	“colors”,		
and	“incorrect	usage”	pages		
in	this	style	guide.

USAGE

•	 These	variations	should	only	be	
used	when	printing	in	black	and	
white.

BLACK & WHITE

logo primary signature



Do	not	use	the	logo	with	a		
background	color	that	is	too	close	
to	the	logo	colors,	and	don't	use	
any	other	background	colors	that	
create	a	significant	loss	of	contrast	
between	the	logo	and	the	background.

Do	not	use	the	logo	with	a	bold,	
pattern	background	that	competes	
with	the	logo.	Using	a	lightened	or	
transparent	background	may	be		
acceptable	if	the	background	
serves	to	highlight	the	logo.

Do	not	use	the	logo	with	a	photo		
background	that	competes	with	the	
logo.	Using	a	lightened	or	transparent	
background	may	be	acceptable	if	
the	background	serves	to	highlight	
the	logo.	Using	the	alternate	logo	
may	be	a	better	choice,	as	well.

Do	not	alter,	move,	re-color	or		
resize	any	aspects	of	the	logo.	LOGO

logo

BACKGROUNDS

incorrect usage

Do	not	apply	any	effects	or	
drop-shadow	to	the	logo.

Do	not	replace	the	logo	icon	with	
different	icons.



WHEN TO USE
•	 In	some	design	situations	an		
alternate	signature	(logo)	is	
used	when	space	or	background	
does	not	allow	for	the	effective	
use	of	the	primary	signature.	
In	Solar	Kisasa's	case,	the	
primary	logo	is	a	lighter	color	
(orange)	and	it	will	be	difficult	to	
use	the	logo	on	a	wide	range	of	
background	colors.	This	alternate	
signature	provides	a	logo	with	a	
built-in	background	to	provide	
more	flexibility	in	placement	
when	necessary.

USAGE
•	 These	are	acceptable	uses	of	
the	company	alternate	logo	
signature.	The	logo	should	only	
be	used	as	shown	and	in		
accordance	with	the	style	rules	
on	the	“relative	spacing”,		
“colors”,	and	“incorrect	usage”		
pages	in	this	style	guide.

alternate logo

BLACK AND WHITE
These variations should only 
be used when printing in 
black and white.



Do	not	alter,	move,	re-color	or		
resize	any	aspects	of	the	logo.	

Do	not	apply	any	effects	or	
drop-shadow	to	the	logo.

Do	not	replace	the	logo	icon	with	
different	icons.

alternate logo incorrect usage

LOGO

BACKGROUNDS Do	not	use	the	logo	with	a		
background	color	that	is	too	close	
to	the	logo	colors,	and	don't	use	
any	other	background	colors	that	
create	a	significant	loss	of	contrast	
between	the	logo	and	the	background.

Do	not	use	the	logo	with	a	bold,	
pattern	background	that	competes	
with	the	logo.	Using	a	lightened	or	
transparent	background	may	be		
acceptable	if	the	background	
serves	to	highlight	the	logo.

Do	not	use	the	logo	with	a	photo		
background	that	competes	with	the	
logo.	Using	a	lightened	or	transparent	
background	may	be	acceptable	if	
the	background	serves	to	highlight	
the	logo.



2 picas/8.5 mm

logo relative spacing

VISUAL CUSHION
•	 To	create	a	visual	cushion		
between	the	logo	and	any	icons	
that	are	used,	make	sure	there	
is	at	least	a	2	pica	(a	design	unit	
of	measure)	or	approximately	
8.5	millimeters.

WHEN PRINTING 
•	 For	printed	pieces,	you	should	
also	be	aware	of	the	printer’s	
requirements	for	any	trims,	
bleeds,	and	what	is	often	called	
“safe	space”.	

2 picas/8.5 mm

2 picas/8.5 mm



colors main palette

NOTE

•	 CMYK	colors	are	used	for	print	
media.	RGB	colors	are	used	for		
digital/electronic	media,	i.e.,	
web,	email,	apps,	etc.

CMYK	2,	6,	80,	0
RGB	254,	228,	81
HEX	#fee451

CMYK	0,	53,	98,	0
RGB	247,143,	34
HEX	#f78f22

CMYK	0,	35,	85,	0
RGB	251,	176,	64
HEX	#fbb040

CMYK	0,	0,	0,	80
RGB	88,	89,	91
HEX	#58595b

CMYK	0,	0,	0,	100
RGB	0,	0,	0
HEX	#000000

CMYK	8,	6,	6,	0
RGB	231,	231,	231
HEX	#e7e7e7



colors background

NOTE

•	 Logo	background	colors	should	
be	on	white	or	light	shades	of	
grayscale,	yellow,	green,	blue,	
or	purple.	They	can	be	light	
shades	of	other	colors	when	it	
makes	sense	for	the	design.



SAMPLE 
HEADLINE

This is a sample sub-head

This	is	sample	body	text.

Headlines	should	usually	be	in	Trebuchet	bold	
in	36	pt.

Sub-heads	should	usually	be	in	Trebuchet	
regular	in	18	pt.

Body	text	should	usually	be	Helvetica	Neu	
regular	in	11	pt.

Size	adjustments	can	be	made	depending	
on	the	size	of	the	brochure	or	other	printed	
pieces.

NOTES

•	 Due	to	Solar	Kisasa's	needs,	this	typography	
as	described	is	primarily	for	print,	but	
these	typefaces	can	also	be	used	for	digital	
applications.	Additional	sizes,	styles,	and	
examples	for	digital	usage	can	be	added	
if	and	when	needed.

•	 The	Solar	Kisasa	logo	typeface	is		
Trebuchet	MS	(regular).

HEADLINE

Trebuchet
bold

ABCDEFG
HIJKLMN
OPQRSTU
VWXYZ

abcdefg
hijklmn
opqrstu
vwxyz

Body	text	typeface

Helvetica	Neu

ABCDEFG
HIJKLMN
OPQRSTU
VWXYZ

abcdefg
hi jklmn
opqrstu
vwxyz

Sub-head typeface

Trebuchet

regular

ABCDEFG
HIJKLMN
OPQRSTU
VWXYZ

abcdefg
hijklmn
opqrstu
vwxyz

regular

typography



USAGE
•	 Icons	are	illustrations	that	can	
be	used	to	visually	break-up	
text,	emphasize	other	elements,	
and	create	visual	interest.

STYLE 
•	 Full-color	icons	should	be	round	
"button"	style	and	flat	(not		
3-dimensional)	and	without		
shadows	or	shading.	

COLORS
•	 Primary	signature	(logo)		
colors	should	be	used,	as	well	
as	black	and	white	versions.

SPACING
•	 Use	guidelines	from	the		
“relative	spacing”	page.

icons



icons incorrect usage

NEAR COMPANY NAME
•	 Icons	should	not	be	used	in	
conjunction	with	the	company's	
signatures	(logos)	or	combined	
with	the	company's	name	(see	
the	logo	"incorrect	usage"	
page).

INCONSISTENT STYLE
•	 Do	not	use	inconsistent	styles,	
such	as	overly	illustrative,	"car-
toonish",	those	that	use	photos,	
or	that	do	not	have	a	round	or	
sun	"button"	background.


